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Duct Tape Selling: Think Like a Marketer – Sell Like a Superstar
We must help them excel. Insights on leadership and learning by Duct Tape Selling: Think Like a Marketer-Sell Like a Superstar Eikenberry By
John Jantsch The words marketing and selling get tossed around a lot. Feb 25, Tosan added it. No trivia or quizzes yet. Want to Read Currently
Reading Read. Click Here to Leave a Comment Below 0 comments. Quick read, I recommend for anyone working in any job related to sales or
marketing. Get A Copy. Act as a guide. Sales professionals must think and act like marketers in order to completely reframe their role in the mind
of the customer. Community Reviews. IT doesn't delve into "closing techniques" so much as "how to build value. It is for these ideal customers that
you are going to create value. I have advocated for working out loud. That's what this book is all about: transformation and adaptation. Jantsch
suggested that you create a platform where you can nurture your reputation. Other Editions 3. As Jantsch noted, writing will help you become a
better thinker, listener, and speaker as well as a better writer. Most of the jobs we see today will be replaced by robots in the next 15 years. The
proud owner of Tubarks Consulting, a company dedicated to helping Western New York small businesses implement and use social media to
increase opportunities. Jonathan Garrett rated it liked it Nov 22, Highly effective. Ward Spangenberg rated it really liked it Dec 13, Lots of
references on social media practices. In sales, this is true just the same. Quotes from Duct Tape Selling Both sites are inundated by marketers
looking to create content with only a small percentage really providing great content which is turning away many users from paying attention Duct
Tape Selling: Think Like a Marketer-Sell Like a Superstar any marketing content. Apr 14, Jeffrey rated it it was amazing Shelves:
sellingbrandingmarketing. Help prospect shape problem and participate in defining parameters that will solve problem. I was also really impressed
with the amount of social apps and tools suggestions provided in the book, also some new ways on how to use older tools — facebook, twitter
etc. Leave a Reply:. Teaching Sells Create co-branded content with partners, to reach additional audiences. I have just finished my first year of
podcasting and I am about to start a second podcast. Ron Tester rated it it was amazing May 29, We must be attending to their needs. Jun 22,
Lino Matteo rated it really liked it. More filters. Beyond that he describes how individual sales people can create thought leadership, attract their
perfect customer and much more. If you are running a business or support a business in sales or marketing, you Duct Tape Selling: Think Like a
Marketer-Sell Like a Superstar want to read Duct Tape Selling. Come follow me on Facebook! There Duct Tape Selling: Think Like a Marketer-
Sell Like a Superstar no discussion topics on this book yet. I am all of the above yet would not have thought to get more information on being
better at all three from a book I read to help improve my sales. Another reason for blogging and sharing content is to establish yourself as an
authority. Notify me of new posts by email. Jantsch pointed out the importance of blogging. Being a writer is more important than bing a good
'twiterer. The traditional business model dictates that marketers own the message while sellers own the relationships. Jantsch shared strategies for
monitoring and engaging various social networks like LinkedIn and Twitter. Guest Columnists. Are you a subscriber? Typically in this space and
time I recommend a Plus, when you order through my link, it helps me to continue to offer you lots of free stuff. In the spirit of full disclosure, this is
an affiliate link, which means that if you purchase this item through my link I will earn a commission. I was glad to know that teaching and educating
was part of the whole customer journey and even though sometimes it may seem like those things are not getting you the deals with some people,
they do eventually get you the deals with your ideal customers. Julia Corcoran rated it really liked it Mar 15, This is a plus one strategy for
developing content. Trivia About Duct Tape Selling Greater Phoenix In Business Magazine. Accounting Best Practices. Help prospects understand
the questions they need to consider, then provide the answers. In the age of information where he might be even more informed than the
salesperson, the selling value must come from insight and filtered information delivered by a way of a trustful relationship built by Duct Tape Selling:
Think Like a Marketer-Sell Like a Superstar value first by various channels.
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